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Vitamin D receptor gene and exercise
: influence on bone mineral density
Misa Nakamura＊, Kyoko Minehisa, Seiji Togashi
Abstract : The population with osteoporosis is estimated at over ten million people in Japan. The
consecutive increase of the case is therefore a serious problem in our aging society. Reducing
the risk of bone fractures from osteoporosis involves preventing or delaying the loss of bone
mineral density (BMD). BMD has been reported to be strongly determined genetically. The
vitamin D receptor (VDR) is a good candidate gene for a prime regulator of BMD and bone
metabolism. Many allelic variants in the VDR gene have been associated with BMD. In addition
to the genetic background, exercise is also related to BMD. Recently, there is a growing
realization that the physical response to a particular exercise stimulus may be mediated by
individual genetic variability. This review briefly summarizes the influence of VDR
polymorphism and exercise on BMD.
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relatively early stages of old age. Hip bone

Introduction

fracture rapidly increases among those aged
over 70, with a lifetime risk of about 14% for

The prevalence of osteoporosis increases

women aged 50 and a 10-year fracture proba-

with age and reaches about 50% for women

bility of 3% and 10% for women aged 70 and

and 20% for men in their late seventies. In Ja-

those aged 80, respectively1）.

pan, it is estimated that over 10 million people

Reducing the risk of bone fractures due to

suffer from osteoporosis. Spine fracture is

osteoporosis involves preventing or delaying

very common in the elderly, with a lifetime

the loss of bone mineral density (BMD). BMD

risk of 37% for a Japanese women aged 50.

is influenced by environment2） and heredity3）4）.

The incidence of spine fracture increases at

Exercise has been recommended to retard
age-related bone loss associated with osteopo-
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rosis5）. Nevertheless, responses to exercise interventions are often highly variable among
individuals. There is a growing realization
that the physical response to a particular en-
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vironmental stimulus, such as exercise, may

consequences because the polymorphism is lo-

6）

be mediated by individual genetic variability .

cated in the intron between exons VIII and

The vitamin D receptor (VDR) gene has

IX and is not near the intron-exon borders.

been targeted in research into the genetic de-

Thus, the function of the

terminants influencing bone status 7）8）, be-

is unclear.

cause it regulates bone homeostasis through

In contrast, the

polymorphism

variant remains a can-

the vitamin D-endocrine system9）10）. Further-

didate for a functional polymorphism. This

more, some epidemiological studies suggest

polymorphism, resulting in a C-to-T transition

that individual BMD is determined by the in-

within exon II of the VDR gene, is defined by

teraction between the physical activity level

endonuclease

and variations in 3'-untranslated regions of

restriction site and 'f' for its presence) and

the VDR11）-13）.

creates an upstream initiation codon which

('F' for the absence of the

The major focus of this review will be the

leads to the production of receptor proteins

effects of the VDR gene and exercise on bone

that differ in length by three amino

metabolism.

acids5）18）19）. A significant association of the
FF genotype with phenotype of increased

Bone density and vitamin D receptor

BMD has been reported in healthy popula-

gene

tions17）19）-23）. These results lead to the hypothesis that the shorter F allele may be more ef-

BMD and bone turnover in adults are under

ficient in maintaining bone homeostasis17）19）24）.

genetic influence: in particular, serum osteo-

VDR

calcin concentration is strongly correlated

fluence BMD in the presence or absence of

with BMD and bone turnover in monozygotic

environmental stimuli17）19）-23）. Gong et al. and

twin pairs14）. The VDR gene has been target-

Morrison et al.7） postulated that variation in

ed in BMD research6）7）. The VDR gene is lo-

the VDR

cated on chromosome 12q15） and has several

ences in BMD. Arai

known allelic variants including a

poly-

that a C-to-T transition leads to a structural

morphism in the intron between exons VIII

change in the VDR, which may lead to in-

and IX

creased BMD.

16）

and

restriction length polymor-

phism in exon II . Most studies have focused
polymorphism (allelic name 'B'

gene predicts individual differ. suggested

19）24）-26）

Some investigations have shown significant

17）

on the

genotypes have been shown to in-

associations between the ff genotype at the

for absence of the restriction site and 'b' for

VDR

presence). The

BB genotype has been

the FF genotype and high BMD 17）19）-23） in

associated with phenotype of a small to mod-

healthy populations. However, others have not

est decrease in bone mass, and a 2-fold in-

confirmed either finding22）27）28）.

crease in the risk of hip bone fracture compared with the bb genotype. However, it
would not be predicted to have functional
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locus and low BMD8）9）and between
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variability. Tajima

Bone density and exercise

.45） revealed differences

in the response of bone metabolism to strenuous resistance exercise training in young Jap-

BMD is influenced by environment as much

anese men with different genotypes of the

as by heredity. Mechanical load is one of the

VDR detected by

major environmental factors to influence

increase in 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3

BMD and bone metabolism29）. Both aerobic

(1,25(OH)2D3) in the f group but not in the F

training (AT) and strength training (ST)

group, the response of bone metabolism to

have been recommended to retard the age-re-

training in the F group was similar to or

lated bone loss associated with osteoporosis.

greater than that in the f group. When the

Current studies have either combined AT

two training groups were analyzed separately,

and ST or have addressed the effect of each

however, serum 1,25(OH)2D 3 concentration

separately. Studies that combine training mo-

was increased by training in the f but not the

dalities have produced disparate results30）-35）. A

F group. Thus the response of circulating

few studies that employ ST alone have shown

1,25(OH)2D3 to resistance training is smaller

no significant changes in BMD

. Nelson

in the F than in the f group. A similar re-

observed small increases in BMD after

sponse of bone formation to the training was

a 1-year, 2-days per week ST program. Two

observed, suggesting higher sensitivity of the

studies showed significant increases in femo-

F than the f VDR gene. The polymorphism,

ral neck BMD with ST, but used a very small

detected with

sample size of subjects non-randomly assigned

tion site of the VDR gene results in a struc-

to training and control groups

. Studies

tural change that could potentially alter the

that have examined the effects of AT on

function of the VDR protein. It has been re-

BMD have also produced disparate results.

ported that the longer allele of the VDR, des-

Some have reported that AT has no effect on

ignated f, may be less efficient in vitamin

BMD38）-43）, whereas others have demonstrated

D-mediated transactivation in a transfected

that AT can increase BMD

. The reasons

cell system19）46）, although significant differ-

for these conflicting results are unclear, but it

ences in receptor function including ligand af-

is probably due to differences in training

finity of each genotype receptor have not

mode, frequency, intensity and duration of ex-

been detected20）46）. The physiological mecha-

ercise.

nism by which exercise training reveals func-

31）32）36）

.

33）

34）37）

35）44）

. Despite a significant

I, at the translation initia-

tional difference in the two VDR variants re-

Effects of vitamin D receptor gene and

mains to be clarified.

exercise on bone density

Some investigations have shown differences
in bone phenotype with different genotypes

Bray

. suggested that it is important to
6）

at the VDR

locus. For example, in a

note that BMD response to exercise training

population of young Japanese men (about18）-21）

may be influenced by inter-individual genetic

years old), Nakamura
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ences in BMD among competitive athletes en-

role in explaining BMD variation in response

gaged in weight-bearing sports with a high-

to exercise training, rather than as a predic-

impact load on their lower limbs (volley-ball,

tor of baseline BMD49）.

basketball, handball, and track-and field

Nevertheless, these results do suggest that

events such as the high jump and triple-

the conclusions drawn from previous investi-

jump) compared to a non-athletic control

gations; that is, that ST increases

group. The increased spinal volume was

BMD33）34）37）50）51）, maintains31）52）, decreases53）

found only in the athletes with the FF but not

or has no significant effect on BMD32）54）55）,

in those with the Ff genotype. Differences in

may be misleading. For example, without con-

bone mineral content in the lumbar spine and

sideration to genotype data, the conclusion

femoral neck between the controls and the

would also be reached that ST fails to in-

athletes were greater in subjects with the FF

crease regional or total BMD, but the geno-

rather than the Ff genotype .

type data qualifies this conclusion by showing

Rabon-Stith

.48） investigated the effects of

that an increase in femoral neck BMD is asso-

exercise on total body, greater trochanter and

ciated with the Ff genotypes, but not ff geno-

femoral neck BMD, measured before and af-

types at the VDR

ter training 5-6 months (ST or AT program)

therefore, be emphasized that the inter-indi-

in a population of old men and women (about

vidual allelic variation of genes is very impor-

50-80 years old) living in the Washington, DC

tant part.

47）

gene locus48）. It must,

metropolitan area. The results showed that
the VDR

genotype was not significantly

Future directions

related to BMD at baseline or after ST or AT.
However, the VDR

genotype was signifi-

The factors involved in human physiology

cantly related to ST- but not AT-induced

and health are extremely complex. It must,

changes in femoral neck BMD. Those partici-

therefore, be emphasized that the inter-indi-

pants with the Ff genotype in the ST group

vidual allelic variation of genes can play an

achieved a significantly greater increase in

important part. Genotype should not be ig-

femoral neck BMD compared to the ff group.

nored in understanding the intricate process-

There were no significant genotype relation-

es that determine human phenotype through

ships in the AT group. These data indicate

exercise, because any physical response can

that the VDR

be regulated by multiple factors in the gene-

genotype may influence

the femoral neck BMD response to ST, but

environmental interaction.

not AT. These results support the hypotheses

However, the mechanisms involved in this

that variation in the VDR gene may deter-

association are unknown. Understanding the

mine the sensitivity of the BMD response to

cellular, biochemical, and molecular basis of

environmental stimuli. Moreover, these stud-

gene-exercise interactions using animal model

ies also support the hypothesis that variation

is essential to improving human BMD and

of the VDR

preventing osteoporosis through exercise.

gene may play an important
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